.
[The] subjective in-between is not tangible, since there are no tangible objects into which it would solidify; the process of acting and speaking can leave behind no such results and end products. But for all its intangibility, this in-between is no less real than the world of things we visible have in common.
We call this reality the web of human relationships, indicating by the metaphor its somewhat intangible quality. (Arendt, 1970, p. 193) .
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In an installation presented at the Cooper Gallery in New York in 2005, the British-American artist Carey Young located six vinyl lines on the floor and walls of a room. She then placed an inscription announcing that the American Constitution would temporarily not apply to those who decided to stand within the space defined by the lines. In this political yet playful installation entitled Declared Void, Young points to the grey zones of the legal system, while also questioning the social role of architecture, and even our understanding of what constitutes a defined space. In a piece entitled Double Game, 1999, the artist Sophie Calle worked with Paul Auster in a performance piece in which they mutually entered a contract according to which Calle played the role of a character in one of Auster's novels. It involved her deliberately appropriating various sites in New York City in such a way that the accepted conventions of their public use were overturned. Converting, for example, a telephone booth into a decorated interior space for private use she temporarily broke basic spatial contracts about the shared use of spaces in the city while, simultaneously, placing the 'contract' at the center of the work.
Similarly, the Spanish artist Santiago Sierra has played with notions of the contract and our contractual use and reading of spaces in works such as A line of 160cm tattooed on 4 people, 2000, in which he uses the gallery setting as a spatial symbol that 'legitimizes' the contracting of four prostitutes in an agreement that allows their bodies to be indelibly marked in the name of an art performance. Following a tradition evident since the 1950s, the work of these artists has used the notion of the contract and the social ambiguities of space in a way that has either been foregrounded in their final pieces, or is indispensable to the discomfort created by their work. Operating in a blurred legal and spatial zone, these artists question the jurist's notions of the contract and the architect's ideas of space. As a result, they also open up both disciplines to a cross disciplinary reading that investigates their real and conceptual overlaps. In creating works that invite a 'contractual' (and thus immaterial) reading of physical space and an examination of the 'real' (and thus material) consequences of the contract they allow us to consider issues of direct importance to the theory of law; architecture's role in contemporary society; and how a cross disciplinary perspective of these issues potentially opens architecture and the contract -understood as social artefacts -to the full implications of a reading through the prism of Hannah Arendt's 'subjective in-between' -a realm in which the "intangible is no less real than the world of things we visible have in common".
In this subjective in-between, these artists participate in the larger socio-juridical economy sanctioned by the museum (as building and institution) which allows them to criticize the world within which they operate. In these contexts we shall argue that the contract seems to have, on occasion, allowed social injustices to be ratified in the name of art and entertainment rather than act as an independent instrument of legal justice intended to ensure the protection of individuals and groups. In the same way, we shall suggest that the architecture of the setting seems to have become a form of contractual guarantor of these 'injustices' and exploitative acts by operating as a legitimizing spatial symbol. In this process, both the contract and the museum become a commodity in a capitalist economy's drive to entertainment; multiple questions get raised about the nature and boundaries of public and private space; and the notion of what contracts we enter into when we occupy public spaces are fundamentally challenged and reconfigured.
While the idea of artistic practices critically asking questions about the social context in which they operates is by no means novel, what is of particular interest in these performances -displayed as spectacles in different spatial venues -is how they foreground the crucial and complex dimensions of the contract and of architecture as social artefacts.
1 As a result, it the premise of the authors of this piece -an architect and a jurist -that to fully understand and analyse these works and their implications for our reading of architecture and the contract as social artefacts, it is necessary to apply a cross disciplinary perspective -what we call, a "double tangential" approach. 2 This cross disciplinary consideration of the intersection between law and architecture hopefully enables us to reach a much more unpredictable and diverse public. 3 It also allows us to add a unique critical perspective to a large and growing body of literature currently in development by various other researchers in these related fields.
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Carey Young playing and voiding
In Declared Void, 2005, Carey Young used simple lines to define a space where the American Constitution would not apply. The installation was part of the larger exhibition entitled Consideration, for which Young worked in collaboration with jurists. In her presentation of the work, she described it as "a playful take on the rampant litigation and legal limbos of contemporary cultural life." 5 Directly integrating a juridical discourse in her work, Young's show was principally based on these fictitious contractual relations that involved the museum-goer engaging with her ideas:
My show explored law as a context, a kind of "stage," for art. "Consideration", the title of the show, has multiple meanings: as well as signifying the act of thinking, it conflates the idea of payment and exchange with notions of respect and kindness. It's also a central term within contract law, meaning something promised or done between two or more parties that leads to a legally enforceable contract.
6
Architecturally, Declared Void presents six intersecting lines on three different faces of one of the gallery's interior corners. This layout is completed by a clear statement on one of the two walls: "By entering the zone created by this drawing, and for the period you remain there, you declare and agree that the US Constitution will not apply to you."
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Young was of course aware of the juridical lacunae of her installation, and this is precisely what enabled her to take a critical stance on the institution of the contract in Western society. What is more, she actually played on the length of the contractual agreement, the geographical location of the work, and the physical displacement of the viewer. As such, she was questioning both the limits of consensualism from a temporal perspective rarely adopted in law, and the geographical-statutory contradictions of a world overlaid with multiple legal definitions and jurisdictions. Discussing the project, she points to the spatial and temporal play that fictionally takes the visitors out of one legal jurisdiction as they enter into an agreement with the artist:
That designated space in the corner of the gallery, outlined by a wall drawing, lies outside the U.S. Constitution because the artist declares it so, and by entering that corner space These questions overlap with issues around the museum itself. The museum is a form of extra-territorial land not confined to the country in which it is located, and through which various travelling exhibitions stop. It may have stronger links to other museums or galleries around the world than it has the actual country in which it sits. As such, it constitutes a territory in its own terms. The museum is also a space, and an institution, that allows a certain intellectual playfulness for its visitors. In this case specifically, but in all museums generally, visitors can momentarily suspend the social rules and laws that bind themthey can accept the notion of stepping out of one territory and into another, at will. Although playful, this act is not a meaningless one. It allows the work to ask where, and how, the territory inside the vinyl tape is actually constituted and what it means to enter into it. If we cross the border defined, are we in a space of pure contestation or pure apathy? Are we actively engaging in a deliberate act of protest or agreement, or simply responding passively to the expected norms of behaviour in this specific artistic setting?
In a more architectural-spatial consideration of the piece itself, there emerges an interesting ambiguity about the spatial frame provided. The visitor must mentally project the lines upward and across to complete the enclosure suggested by tape and the three planes -the floor and the two intersecting walls. In ways that echo the work of Kazimir Malevich 9 , Young's piece operates simultaneously in different spatial registers. However, as also in the case of Malevich, it also operates at different temporal levels too -the moment defined by one's stepping inside the marked-out area defines a distinct temporal moment in the work; the duration of our presence inside is another; the time-scale of the exhibition in different museums is a third. Spatio-temporally, the piece is a complex one. However, it is also a work based on the consideration of the contract. 10 From a juridical perspective, the contract here is used to critique the legal environment and the constitution of borders generally. It questions ideas as fundamental as what makes 'nationhood'; how are the rules and the spaces of the law defined, constructed and implemented; how do we define and accept the notion of territorial sovereignty; who has the right to define one space as distinct from another in this, or any other context.
Beyond these questions, it is also arguable that visitors who engage with the piece are also asked to question the legal constrictions within which artists inevitably operate -and into whose grey areas they are invited to step. Similarly, the socio-economical role of the contract in contemporary society means that the work potentially points to issues of everyday concern. Furthermore, given that the majority of us enter the unregulated contracts of contemporary society passively, it can also highlight how difficult it is to reach an equilibrium between the 'tool of autonomy' the contract potentially represents for an active individual, and the legal trap that it potentially constitutes for a passive subject. The controversial role of the contract this work brings to the fore should not be ignored by jurists as it touches on the epistemological boundaries of legal discourse. Even though it comes from outside the professional discipline, its questions offer a potentially important contribution to juridical criticism.
Sophie Calle testing the intimate
In the work of Sophie Calle, the questions posed by the artist are both more personal and more open. They are more personal because the notion of the contract specifically relates to the artist's personal definition of boundaries and codes of conduct. "Under contract" Calle says, "I can do everything," 11 and by this she means either having strangers sleep in her bed, asking personal questions, or breaching someone else's intimacy. An otherwise unobtrusive person, Calle allows herself to do a range of different activities that flirt with illegality because she defines specific rules for each of her artistic explorations. She then diligently follows these rules as though they were the terms of a contract she had agreed to. The contractual engagement takes a very personal form. It is an unwritten rule set for oneself that becomes public only in its position at the core of an art work that is subsequently published or exhibited. It also manifests itself as a set of rules that others follow, namely, the participants in her works. In this scenario, she personifies both the hand that writes the terms of the contract, and the one that accepts them; a doubling that enables her to personify both parties of the synallagmatic contract. In contrast to the case of Young, where the contract between the artist and the gallery-goer is indirect or, as we shall see in the case of Santigao Sierra, the contract is between clearly unequal parties, the contracts made in the work of Calle would appear to be between knowing and equal parties. However, when we probe the question a little more, the consensualism at the heart of these contracts is not quite as clear as it first seems. It is a valid question to ask how personal do Sophie Calle's agreements remain after she opens her work for the world to consider. From a social perspective, viewers may have accepted the terms she set in their interpersonal contracts, but their participation becomes part of an enlarged agreement in a displayed artwork and this effectively changes the terms and scope of the original contract. Contractually then, her work raises a number of issues for the jurist.
The questions Calle's work poses are also more open than those of Young because her practice challenges and expands the traditional domain of art. She makes private and public spaces -the city, the world, and the heart of an individual -the site for her work. Visitors to Venice become matter to be sculpted into artistic interventions; hotel rooms become studio spaces; and Calle's own life and body become something to be 'exploited' in the name of art. Spatially, we are no longer in the territorial and political space of Young, but in the phenomenological world of an artist willingly playing with personal, legal and institutional overlaps. 12 Spatially however, we are in a sphere in which our common expectations of the personal appropriation of public spaces are challenged and, through that, our very understanding of 'the public' is questioned. Theoretically, we tend to think of public space as the space of the public, where the many can come together as though with one mind. 13 In reality however, the public spaces -the truly common and shared realms of our cities -are much more complex phenomena than this. They are spaces of unspoken desires, multiple aspirations and conflicting perceptions. They are the realm in which contradicting readings, actions, behaviours and thought can, and do, co-exist.
Picking up on these themes in her 2002 installation, Chambre avec vue, 2002, Calle appropriated the Eiffel Tower and the actions that normally take place there. In this piece, a bed is brought up to the top floor of the tower and made into an impromptu 'room'. Visitors come up to tell her stories, instructed (contracted) to prevent Calle -who wears her nightgown -from falling asleep. Three hundred and nine meters above the city of Paris, Calle conflates actions, behaviours and expectations of spaces -the tourist becomes a player in an art work, the Eifel Tower an art gallery or private room, and the bed an art object.
Reflecting a theme at the heart of the writings and theories of, amongst others, Bernard Tschumi, 14 the piece paradoxically makes these various spaces -those of the work, the room, the building and the cityappear for what they really are: not the sites of a unique and shared experience and set of emotions, but potentially emancipatory spaces where conflicting desires, actions and behaviours inevitably co-exist.
In another work, Double Game, developed with Paul Auster, she entered into what she refers to as a contractual agreement with the writer, whereby she accepted to become a 'real' fictional character in one of his stories -both contributing to his story through her own actions, and also acting out in 'real life' what she imagined was contained in his work. 15 In the personal instructions that Paul Auster gives to Sophie Calle he tells her "to improve her life in New York" 16 More specifically, he encourages her to transgress acceptable social behaviours in what is normally considered shared public space. Instructed to "adopt a public space," Calle appropriates a phone booth to herself. She paints the floor green, arranges postcards, places an ashtray inside and brings some flowers to decorate its interior. The work, in its entirety, lays bare a myriad of such 'contractual transgressions' in our use of spaces and questions the social legitimacy, or lack thereof, of certain actions in certain spaces: the occupation of a park bench and its use as a bed by a homeless person; the use of a recessed door as protection from the weather on a cold winter's night; the employment of the phone booth as a public toilet that offers some intimacy to its 'user' etc.
In other pieces Calle has asked strangers to sleep in her bed continuously while she sat, in close proximity, watching them sleep; she has 'contracted' 107 women to comment on an email received by a lover in which he was putting an end to their relationship; 17 (Salamanca, Spain) in December 2000, the contractual agreement gave Sierra permission to have a black line, measuring 160cm, tattooed on the back of four prostitutes addicted to heroin, and to film the act as a performance piece. 19 In exchange, the prostitutes were given 12,000 pesetas -the price for a dose of heroin, or four to six times the amount received for oral sex.
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The film shows the four women seated -their back to the camera -laughing, talking and smoking as a tattoo artist draws the line. The artist is dressed symbolically in red and, periodically, two men in dark clothes appear on screen to measure the length of the line. They also take photographs. 21 The women are filmed from behind so the viewer sees their backs. The variously arranged lights cast an array of shadows on the white wall in front of them. An audience is visible on screen. The simple set is quasi clinical -the white museum walls standing in for those of a hospital as the viewer focuses on the gloved hand that holds the needle. Only here, the bystanders are not nurses but avid art viewers and the focus is not on health but ent'art'ainment. 22 The contractual, physical, and artistic staging all contribute to the revelation of the different relations that lie at the heart of this performance: men-women, prostitutes-clients, employer-employed, dominating-dominated, etc. Exhibiting four individuals who, because of pressing financial need, accept this meaningless and indelible black line, Sierra reveals not only the consensualism of the contract, but the lack of real options available to some members of the poorer strata of society when they enter in the myriad of contracts that regulate social life.
The fact that the whole process takes place in a museum, and is documented so as to be displayed in other art venues, adds to the questions being raised. The walls of the museum not only give a quasi-clinical feel to the events, but also confer the 'objectivity' and 'legitimacy' of the museum institution. Indeed, this can be said to be essential to the creation of the normative intellectualized space in which this quasi-illicit activity, and the contract underlying it, can be considered legitimate. Presenting this work as art, and conferring it with the legitimacy of the gallery setting, allows a distance to emerge between the reality (and the pain of those being tattooed) and the spectacle of watching (the intellectual titillation of ent'art'tainment). This distancing is augmented when the video of the piece is shown in other locations around the world, and thus further integrated into the ent'art'ainment phenomenon. For gallery visitors in these distanced venues, the experience of going to a gallery is often, in itself, seen as something separate -and therefore somewhat detached from normal everyday life. In this specific case, what is being witnessed by the distanced viewers however, is the documentation of the difficulty of someone's actual life -a revelation and commentary on the harshness of some people's 'real' existence. The implicit contract we agree to when we enter a museum -that the activities it presents and our viewing of them is legitimate -not only allows what is clearly a form of exploitation, it does so in a format that can be defined as 'entertainment'.
Drawing attention to these questions is of course what the work is about and this questioning is in fact heightened by the distancing. When shown at the Lisson Gallery in 2012: for example, the chairs provided for the viewers' face those of the film's four protagonists. Although the neutrality of this second space can again be said to come into play -the second clinical setting attributing another layer of objectivity and intellectual credibility to the proceedings -these distanced visitors were explicitly made aware of both the comfort provided them as they watch the deed performed, but are also placed in a position that 'stands-in' for that of the real protagonists. In this way, the museum-goers, as willing participants in the cultural event, are forced to face the fact that their engagement is akin to voyeurism from the height of a dominating position at best and, in a harsher reading, equates to a form of exploitation in the context of intellectualized entertainment.
Related issues were raised in an installation presented at the Tate Modern Museum in 2008 in which Sierra paid nine homeless women to face a wall and stay still -in exchange for a night in a hostel. They were asked to stand with their back to the public, facing the wall, as though they were being punished. For an hour, they stood like this in the Turbine Hall while visitors circulated, stopped, observed and wondered, ill at ease, with this staged relation. 23 The contractual relation between artist, gallery and figurants here was evident, but the 'contractual agreement' into which the visitors too had implicitly entered was obvious and, by bringing this into play, the piece destabilized, at least momentarily, the comfortable expectations and beliefs of its audience -creating the sought-for questioning of the piece and its consequential discomfort. 24 The vast space of the Turbine Hall provided a gargantuan context against which all played their roles -the paying visitors (not really knowing what to expect); the paid figurants in need of the money regardless of the nature of the work to be performed; and the architectural setting of the gallery conferring its legitimacy to the event.
Spatially, as the relation plays itself out, the wall indexically shifts between the concrete wall of the Tate Modern as an institution, and the wall itself as a more generic 'punishment wall.' 25 During the moment visitors stop to watch, the gallery becomes the amphitheatre from which they, as museum-goers, observe the punishment and are brought face-to-face with their role as voyeur. In this specific context it may even be possible that the architecture can, momentarily, make visitors associate themselves with the figurants, as the sun entering from behind cast the shadows of both spectators and the contractuals on the wall together. 26 Alongside the role of the museum institution and its legitimizing architectural setting, the role, ambiguities, and contradictions of the contract are at the fore. The occupation of this space by the vulnerable on one side, and by the viewers on the other, vividly exposes both the contract and the architectural space in which it is 'performed' to consideration in the larger frameworks in which they operate. In a spatial-institutional analysis then, the work leads us to the terrain already covered -to the legitimizing role played by the architecture of the institution's building in the justification of the immoral or illicit, and as the setting for a codified and socially acceptable form of exploitative ent'art'ainment.
With respect to law, Sierra's work underlines that, as the public, we rarely grant any importance to the fact that 'the notion of the contract' is not only at the very heart of his work, but also central to many other aspects of our lives. In this piece, the contract can be read as a neutral tool, malleable and fiercely efficient in justifying the clearly absurd exploitation of eminently vulnerable human beings. It thus brings up the classical definition of the contract as 'neutral' -and thus specifically brings jurists (in their role as social actors and contract theorists) face to face with the contradictions and the epistemological gaps that they manipulate on a daily basis. The piece also raises important and disconcerting questions for jurists in the fact that the discomfort created for the viewer in Sierra's work is totally unrelated to the contractual nature of the artistic mise-en-scène -despite it being fundamental to the injustices and exploitation at the heart of the work. 27 In short, it is a piece that clearly illustrates the complex overlaying of a juridical, architectural and social reading of physical space and legal contract.
Conclusions: The legal contract and architecture as social artefacts: A double-tangent

The Legal Contract
The range of issues brought up by all these works, for both the jurist and the architect, are clearly multiple, ambiguous and potentially of central importance. At a juridical level, the consideration of the contract within a larger social framework enables us to reposition our interpretation of contracts in the bounds of voluntarism. In the work of Young the seemingly arbitrary nature of the legal shifts in the definitions of nationhood, territorial sovereignty, and the right to define the boundary between one space and another, are all juxtaposed with the equally arbitrary ease with which the artist and the visitor are invited to do so. The potential of the piece to question the legal constricts within which artists operate, and our passivity as a society to the role contracts play in our lives, are all brought up. In the work of Calle the hand that writes the terms of the contract, and the one that accepts them, become one in the same thing but, at the same time, it manages to question issues of equality and the extent to which the contract extends across the boundary of the private and the public realms of our lives.
By bringing to the fore the question of the 'evenness' of the relationship between the parties engaged in the contracts, the work of Calle overlaps with that of Sierra who, in particular, contributes to a critical reflection on contractual theory in this regard -specifically its current incapacity to accommodate personified and socialized individuals. 28 Enriching the legal perspective, these artistic works have the capacity to question the limits of the role and power of the law, and imply criticism that can shake our faith in the presumed rationality of the contract. Is the contract to be considered solely as an artistic toola valuable social artefact -or is it, on the contrary, to be considered the ally of a dysfunctional universe that tolerates the absurd contractual involvement of the most vulnerable out of necessity? Typically, the contract is seen as an 'economic good' -an abstract, independent and objective social artefact that carries a demultiplied monological discourse. In the context of the art works discussed here however, what is brought to the fore is the inter-subjective complexity inherent to the synallagma. As such, the study of these artistic uses of the contract enables us to cast light on the inconsistencies through which different parties inevitably appropriate the juridical norms of contract law. It could be said that they bring us into contact with the rigor mortis of the contract.
Architecture
Similar things can be said with regard what these projects reveal about the social role of architecture in contemporary society. In its constant challenges to what is public or private, intimate or shared, the work of Sophie Calle's, for example, opens up our comprehension of what we consider 'public' and a questioning of the spaces, actions and behaviours we (as a society bound by our passively entered into behavioural contracts) attribute to it. As Calle makes a room on the top floor of the Eiffel tower, or turns a New York phone booth into a habitable space, she asks us to reconsider many issues: our reading of potential occupants, our understanding of the space itself and, indeed, our definition of the city in which the relation between these issues operate. The tensions that the works reveal are intended to invite the reconsideration of appropriate or inappropriate uses of our cities and its spaces. If we take for granted that the public space of the city is one of conformity, Calle's work reminds us it isn't. Similarly, if we take for granted that the city is a place of diversity, her work makes it very clear that certain voices dominate.
In Carey Young's installation, Declared Void, a set of related issues is raised for jurists and architects. Here, a complex imbrication of physical, legal, national and international spaces co-exist in the space created between six lines drawn on the floor and two walls. This installation reveals how easy it is for physical spaces to be experienced differently as a result of even the slightest shifts in our spatial and intellectual frames of references. It also shows our willingness to play with one set of conditions or another; our openness to entering into one contract or another, both passively and actively; and our tendency to accept boundaries as markers of the conditions laid out by externally imposed contracts, rules or regulations. Extrapolated from the installation to the museum/gallery building itself, the same thing can be said to apply at the institutional level in the work of Sierra. In his work the architecture, as it physically delimits the institution, provides a normalizing space within which these shifts in our experience and frame of reference can operate.
If we focus on how this operates outside the context of a particular work and consider it as a phenomenon of the gallery institution more generally, its walls become the boundary of the 'inside' and 'outside' conditions of these different frames of reference. This is in fact the basic precondition for all the works we have discussed -the gallery becoming the place (inside) for the playful, thoughtful or detached engagement with the messy reality, restrictions and inconveniences of life (outside). Considered objectively and normatively, the architecture of the museum acts as a form of a neutralizing field, in the sense described by Peter Carl -a field against which fragmented pieces and installations (of possibly exploitative art) may be understood and accepted. 29 Sharing this consideration, all the works discussed here ask questions that resonate far beyond the walls of museum or gallery buildings and can be seen as relevant in all spheres of life that collect around them their built architectural forms -the commercial, the legal and the political, to name but a few of the most obvious. They encourage the architect to consider some of the most mundane, invisible, but also important, forces that regulate our experience of other physical spaces: the power of churches to operate as a safe haven for people facing expatriation; the unwritten spatial and behavioural rules that materializes when people line up for a bus; or our veneration of places of the past even when the physical traces of its buildings and events have disappeared.
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'The Double-Tangent'
In considering the contractual, the architectural -and their combination -in these works, the architect and the jurist constantly waver between the invisible power of the contract and the visible materialization of our spaces of action. It is a process that can be said to focus our attention on the real and sometimes physical consequences of the 'immaterial' contract, and the immaterial consequences that stem from the legitimizing influence of 'material' architectural form. 31 In examining these works from this dual contractual and architectural perspective, we are also allowed a more comprehensive analysis (in the sociological sense) of the architectural project -the contractual phenomenon specifically -and the conception and operation of social artefacts such as architecture and the contract more generally.
Of course, architects and jurists are aware of the social foundations of their practices in the epistemological sense, but our intersecting perspectives on these artistic works confront us with some very pointed and specific questions. One such question is whether architecture, and our use and understanding of the contract, have become 'complacent'. Do they merely reflect 'the social' status quo and norm rather than engage in forming it, challenging it and remaking it? As social artefacts, both the contract and the architectural project belong to a larger epistemological framework that is understood as contractual and architectural theory. However, they also belong to a world of experiences wherein they have very real implications. By drawing attention to this, these artworks (and this paper) allow us to raise questions about whether we can reinvigorate our use and understanding of these concepts. This double tangential approach allows us to see the installation and gallery setting in contractual terms and the potential implications of the contract -in specific and general terms -on spatial practice. Thus, it allows us to examine architecture and law in the terms of Hannah Arendt's subjective in-between; the space between the contractual and architectural episteme and their phenomenological unfolding. While we have yet to refine the methodological framework that truly belongs to this approach, our contention (as architect and jurist) is that it is in this subjective in-between that social artefacts (whether art works, legal contracts of architectural structures) are best interpreted and constructed. Proof of this is that, in the context of these artworks, it has allowed us to identify issues which although in need of be further examination are clearly of crucial importance to the status and employment of the contract and the architectural project as social artefacts today.
1 The term "social artefact" has been used in relation to the contract by the sociologist M. C. Suchman. Beyond this common interest in the social constitution and role of the contract, our approach to this notion is distinct from his. See M. C. As with the works themselves, we pose questions of relevance to jurists, artists and architects as well as to those outside these 'establishment' fields -to the general public that encounter Young's work, to the prostitutes that take part in Sierra's work or the contracted individual in Calle's work. The public we hope to reach then, is not just an academic public or one defined by a type (e.g. street vendors) or an activity (e.g. cultivation), but rather a disparate public critically brought into friction with the capitalistic world of consumption -against which both architecture and the contract are framed. There are works dealing with and addressing this public, and while none of them address specifically the intersection between law and architecture, they all contribute to a more inclusive consideration of the social public of architecture -whether focusing on the architect's ability to strategically build a more encompassing construction, or focusing on the tactical appropriation of space by diverse publics through direct actions. The Black Painting of Kazimir Malevich was specifically hung across the corner of a room in "The Last Futurist Exhibition 0,10" held at Petrograd (now Saint Petersbourg) in 1915. Echoing the traditional placement of icons in the Greek Orthodox Church, the spatial ambiguity of the corner placement was seen as opening up the possibility of a different temporality -for Malevich, another dimension, for the Orthodox Christians, eternity. This lay beyond the frame, in a space to which the painting or image acted as threshold, but one which no longer really belonged to the reality of the room. 10 More recently, Cooper has exhibited "Contracting Authority" (2010) and "Report of the Legal Subcommittee" (2010), two works that continue to play on the relation between law, contracts and reality, but now emphasizing the role of representation in the appropriation of different realms of space and time. 11 Sophie Calle, interview by Michel Guerrin, "Sophie Calle, cigale et fourmi", Le Monde, December 31, 2011. 12 Ibid. 13 Indeed, some public art installations work precisely on the premise that in public space public actions are unified. The installation of a giant "tea machine" at the site of the London Olympics in 2012 is an example. This piece brought many people together momentarily around a particular British tradition in which the activity, and its physical location, provided a shared ground for people to engage and interact, apparently equally.
